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Multi-functional steam generator

POWER SUPPLY 220 V / 240 V

BOILER 2,4 lt

POWER BOILER 1300 W

STEAM PRESSURE 5 Bar

STEAM TEMPERATURE 165 °C

STEAM PRODUCTIVITY 2 kg/h

DIMENSION 250x370x270 cm

WEIGTH 7.4 kg

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Easy Vapor can be used for:
- cleaning and sanitization of places;
- refreshing clothes and for vertical ironing through multi-functional 
steam brush, delicate and powerful at the same time;
- professional ironing.

KITF102KITF104
Kit spazzola vapore riscaldata

Steam hose 2 mt Brush PVC ø26mm 
curved nylon

Extension tube x2 Steam brush 
connector

Steam lance

Steam window cleaner

Triangular steam brush, Rectangular steam 
brush

CLEANING ACCESSORIES KIT

K1MG

Easy Vapor is a multi-functional steam generator, powerful and 
reliable, and indispensable partner in both domestic life and in small 
businesses and shops due to its wide range of applications. This 
versatility is achieved with the possibility of connecting the iron, the 
steam brush, and a wide range of accessories.
ACCESSORIES FOR IRONING

SPARE PARTS AND SERVICEEFFICIENCY, SAFETY and NOTES

⏳
BIEFFE guarantees the shipping of spare parts, accessories in very short ti-
mes. Our efficient help line is available for service and assistance.

✉ For spare parts and service: info@bieffeitalia.it

➡ Visit our website: www.bieffeitalia.it

✅
RELIABILITY AND SAFETY are guaranteed by a COPPER BOILER. Copper is 
an explosion-proof and antiscale material. The HEATERS are placed externally, 
so they NEVER come into contact with water.

✅
1 kW power creates a steam flow equal to 1,2 kg/h (20 g/min). The efficiency 
of steam is proportional to its flow, not to its pressure. There is no point in 
having high pressure and a low flow.

✅ The whole production is based in Italy, in our plant in Pesaro.

Bieffe is promoter of the initiative PERCHÉ BUTTARE?® (Why throwing away?) that encourages reconditioning as alternative to consumption

KITF102
Professional iron Steam brush kit




